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Eventually, you will completely discover a supplementary experience and triumph by spending more cash. nevertheless when? do you
believe that you require to get those every needs behind having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the
beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more in the region of the globe, experience, some places, taking
into consideration history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own epoch to perform reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Called To Protect Blue Justice
Book 2 below.

KEY=BOOK - YARELI YU
CALLED TO PROTECT (BLUE JUSTICE BOOK #2)
Revell For the past year, Chloe St. John has been working as a K-9 cop with her German shepherd partner, Hank. After
being dumped by her ﬁancé for another woman, Chloe has decided that Hank is just about the only male she likes.
She's over the whole romance thing and focuses her attention on doing her job. Because a serious case of human
traﬃcking with connections to her missing cousin just landed in her lap. When US Marshall Blake MacCallum's
daughter goes missing, he's ordered to kill the judge he's protecting and tell no one about his daughter's
disappearance or she will die. Blake races against the clock to rescue his daughter while Chloe and Hank are asked to
be a part of the task force assembled to bring down the traﬃckers. Chloe ﬁnds herself attracted to the silent, suﬀering
man, but thanks to her previous bad judgment, she wonders if she can trust him. And can Blake trust himself around
this ﬁrecracker of a woman? Bestselling author Lynette Eason warns readers to buckle in for a fast and furious ride
that will have their hearts pumping from the very start.

OATH OF HONOR (BLUE JUSTICE BOOK #1)
Baker Books Police oﬃcer Isabelle St. John loves her crazy, loud, law-enforcement family. With three brothers and two
sisters, she's never without someone to hang out with--or ﬁght with. And she knows they'll be there for her when
things get tough. Like when her partner is murdered and she barely escapes with her own life. Determined to discover
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exactly what happened, Izzy's investigation sends her headﬁrst into a criminal organization, possibly with cops on the
payroll--including someone from her own family. With her dead partner's handsome homicide detective brother Ryan
shadowing her every move, Izzy's head is spinning. How can she secure justice for her partner when doing so could
mean sending someone she loves to prison? And how will she guard her heart when the man she's had a secret crush
on for years won't leave her side? With her signature fast-paced, edge-of-your-seat action, Lynette Eason invites
readers into a captivating new series where justice is a family aﬀair.

VOW OF JUSTICE (BLUE JUSTICE BOOK #4)
Revell FBI Special Agent Lincoln St. John is living his own personal nightmare. When the woman he loves, Allison
Radcliﬀe, is killed, he devotes his life to tracking down the killers and making them pay for their crimes. He expected it
to be a challenge. What he never expected was to ﬁnd Allison very much alive shortly after her "murder." As his anger
and hurt mix with relief, Linc isn't sure how he's supposed to feel. One thing he does know for sure: he and Allison will
have to work together to stop a killer before she dies a second time--this time for good. Bestselling and award-winning
author Lynette Eason closes out her Blue Justice series with a story that will have you tearing through the pages to get
to the stunning conclusion.

DON'T LOOK BACK (WOMEN OF JUSTICE BOOK #2)
A NOVEL
Baker Books Twelve years ago, forensic anthropologist Jamie Cash survived a brutal kidnapping, torture, and rape.
After years of therapy, she has made a life for herself--though one that is haunted by memories of her terrifying past.
She ﬁnally lets herself get close to a man, FBI agent Dakota Richards, when signs start appearing that point to one
frightening fact--her attacker is back and ready to ﬁnish the job he started all those year ago. Can she escape his
grasp a second time? And will she ever be able to let down her guard enough to ﬁnd true love? Filled with heartstopping suspense, gritty realism, and a touch of romance, Don't Look Back is the second book in the WOMEN OF
JUSTICE series. Readers will be hooked from the beginning, ﬁnding that once you are in Lynette Eason's world, you're
trapped until you turn the very last page.
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CODE OF VALOR (BLUE JUSTICE BOOK #3)
Revell What Detective Brady St. John really needs is a relaxing vacation. Unfortunately, just as the sun is setting on his
second day at a friend's cabin on Lake Henley, he hears a scream and races to rescue a woman from her would-be
killer. When the killer escapes only to return to ﬁnish the job, Brady vows to utilize all of his many resources to keep
her safe--and catch those who would see her dead. Financial crimes investigator Emily Chastain doesn't trust many
people. And even though she let the detective who saved her life in on a few pertinent facts about why she was being
attacked, there are some things you just don't share with a stranger. Little does she suspect that the secret she is
keeping just might get them both killed. Bestselling and award-winning author Lynette Eason sends readers on a race
for the truth in this heart-stopping story of risk, regret, and redemption.

PROTECTING TANNER HOLLOW
FOUR ROMANTIC SUSPENSE NOVELLAS
Revell Four nail-biting novellas in one! Lethal Homecoming Nolan Tanner never got over Kallie Ainsworth's sudden,
unexplained departure. Now when he comes to her rescue after an attempt on her life, all the old feelings come
rushing back. Lethal Conspiracy When professional fundraiser Lillian Maloney sees her father's campaign manager
commit murder, she goes on the run from the men he hires to kill her. A close call brings ﬁreﬁghter Jason Tanner to the
rescue, but the killer is closing in . . . Lethal Secrets Someone wants Honor McBride dead. When Eli Murphy helps her
change a ﬂat tire and discovers the danger Honor is in, he longs to help--but Eli has secrets of his own that could get
them all killed. Lethal Agenda When Detective Derek St. John rescues a woman he's met only once before--and has
never been able to forget--he ﬁnds himself falling for her. But he'll have to keep Claire Montgomery alive if they're to
have a future together.

CODE OF ETHICS (THE COST OF BETRAYAL COLLECTION)
Revell When Detective Isaac Martinez lands in the ER with a gunshot wound, he pulls through thanks to trauma
surgeon Ruthie St. John. But as the witness to a crime and possible corruption, Martinez is at risk from someone intent
on silencing him--and those around him--forever. When he barely survives another attack while recovering, both he
and Ruthie must ﬂee, trying to outrun deadly killers while locating the evidence they need to end the danger.
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BOUND BY GUILT
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Roxi Gold has been shuttled from one foster home to another for most her life. She
longs for a family and will do anything to ﬁt in even if it's against the law. Soon she's traveling the country in an RV,
stealing rare books from unsuspecting bookstores. She knows it's wrong, but if she refuses, she'll be put out on the
streets. Police oﬃcer Abby Dawson has seen the worst of society, and not just at work. Her ex-husband wrested her
daughter away from her in a bitter custody battle. The job she once loved has become a chore, the world isn't any
safer, and there's no joy in her life. One fateful night a man's innocent blood changes both Roxi's and Abby's lives
forever. One searches for justice; the other ﬁnds herself on the run until a ﬁrst edition of The Great Gatsby catches up
with her. Will the power of forgiveness set them free, or will they both remain bound by guilt?

DOUBLE CROSS
NavPress FBI Agent Laurel Evertson’s investigation into a scam targeting the elderly takes an unexpected twist when
key evidence leads her to Morton Wilmington, a felon she arrested ﬁve years ago on her ﬁrst undercover assignment.
That case has haunted her since, and though she’s vowed to forget Wilmington—and what she sacriﬁced to put him
away—he is now her best lead. Houston Police Oﬃcer Daniel Hilton fears his grandparents may be the scammer’s next
targets, and he’ll do anything to protect his family—even force interagency cooperation. But he’s quickly drawn to
Laurel’s empathy and zeal and agrees to follow her lead . . . even if it means teaming up with a felon. As the unlikely
trio uncovers evidence suggesting the scam is more extensive and deadly than they imagined, both Laurel and Daniel
ﬁnd themselves in the crosshairs of a killer. Together they must decide if they can trust Wilmington’s claims of
redemption, or if he’s leading them straight into a double cross.

A PROMISE TO PROTECT (LOGAN POINT BOOK #2)
A NOVEL
Revell Acting Sheriﬀ Ben Logan hasn't heard from Leigh Somerall in a very long time, but it doesn't mean he can get
her--or their whirlwind romance of ten years ago--out of his head. When she calls out of the blue, it is with a strange
request to protect her brother, Tony. When Tony dies just days later, Ben is charged with a diﬀerent task--protecting
Leigh and her nine-year-old son, TJ, from the killers. But how can Ben keep an eye on Leigh if she's doing everything in
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her power to avoid him? And could the secret that Leigh is keeping change Ben's life forever? Suspense, intrigue, and a
touch of romance make A Promise to Protect perfect for readers who like their stories with a hearty dose of mystery.

ACCEPTABLE RISK (DANGER NEVER SLEEPS BOOK #2)
Revell Sarah Denning is a military journalist with the Army in the Middle East when her convoy is attacked and she's
taken hostage. When former Army Ranger Gavin Black is asked by his old unit commander--Sarah's imposing father--to
plan an extremely risky rescue, he reluctantly agrees and successfully executes it. Back in the US, Sarah is livid when
she's discharged on a false psychiatric evaluation and vows to return to the Army. Until she learns of her brother's
suicide. Unable to believe her brother would do such a thing, she puts her plans on hold and enlists Gavin to help her
discover the truth. What they uncover may be the biggest story of Sarah's career--if she can survive long enough to
write it. Strap in for another breakneck nail-biter from bestselling romantic suspense author Lynette Eason that will
have you up turning pages long into the night.

CHRISTMAS COVER-UP
AN INSPIRATIONAL FBI NOVEL OF ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
Harlequin HER STOLEN SISTER Seven-year-old Lucy Randall had been kidnapped in broad daylight fourteen years ago,
and now Detective Katie Randall is determined to solve her sister's case. Her only option is to team up with the man
whose family hates her. Former FBI agent Jordan Grey knows the beautiful cop isn't to blame for his brother's death,
but he can't risk causing his parents more pain by falling for Katie. He'll have to focus on ﬁnding Lucy. But when Katie
and Jordan uncover the truth, will this kidnapper turn killer? Family Reunions: Bringing loved ones back together

RED, WHITE & ROYAL BLUE
A NOVEL
St. Martin's Griﬃn * Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller * * GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for
BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 * * BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! * What
happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales? When his mother became President, Alex
Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic, genius—his
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image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual
prince, Henry, across the pond. And when the tabloids get hold of a photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation,
U.S./British relations take a turn for the worse. Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a plan for damage
control: staging a truce between the two rivals. What at ﬁrst begins as a fake, Instragramable friendship grows
deeper, and more dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex ﬁnds himself hurtling into a
secret romance with a surprisingly unstuﬀy Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the
question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we ﬁnd the courage, and the power, to be the people we are
meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White & Royal Blue
proves: true love isn't always diplomatic. "I took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to read!
Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m jealous of all the readers out there who still
get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the ﬁrst time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling author of
The Unhoneymooners "Red, White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved
every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six

THE COST OF BETRAYAL
THREE ROMANTIC SUSPENSE NOVELLAS
Baker Books In Dee Henderson's novella "Betrayed," Janelle Roberts is freed--thanks to people she doesn't know--after
serving six years of a twenty-year sentence for a murder she did not commit. But a murderer is still at large, and
Janelle needs to be somewhere safe with someone she can trust. She may not survive another betrayal. In Dani
Pettrey's "Deadly Isle," Tennyson Kent is trapped on the isolated island of her childhood by a storm surge, and she is
shocked when the typically idyllic community turns into the hunting grounds of a murderer. Cut oﬀ from any help from
the mainland, will she and ﬁrst love Callen Frost be able to identify and stop a killer bent on betrayal before they
become the next victims? In Lynette Eason's "Code of Ethics," trauma surgeon Ruthie St. John saves the life of
Detective Isaac Martinez. After a betrayal leads to him getting shot and then attacked while in recovery, Isaac is now a
key witness determined to testify. But someone is intent on silencing him--and those around him--forever. Together,
Ruthie and Isaac go on the run, desperate to escape the killers hunting him.
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COLLATERAL DAMAGE (DANGER NEVER SLEEPS BOOK #1)
Revell Honorably discharged from the Army after an explosion nearly killed her, former military psychiatrist Brooke
Adams has set up shop to help others--but her days of helping military personnel are over. She's got her own battles to
ﬁght from her time overseas, and she's not equipped to take on more. Former Army Special Ops Sergeant First Class
Asher James could handle anything that war sent his way--terrorists, bombs, bullets. The only thing that scares him
now is sleep. As the shadows close in, the nightmares begin. Finally convinced that he needs help, Asher makes an
appointment with a counselor, and Brooke is pressed by her boss to take him on. When he arrives at her oﬃce she isn't
there--but a dead body is. Brooke is devastated when she walks in, and Asher is a conveniently strong shoulder to cry
on. But she can't take him on as a client after sharing such an intimate and unprofessional moment, can she? And he's
not sure he can handle sharing his deepest fears with such a beautiful woman. When it becomes clear that Brooke was
the real target of the attack--and that her secrets go even deeper than his own--Asher vows to protect her no matter
what. Bestselling author Lynette Eason is back with a new series that spans the globe and will have your heart working
overtime.

LIFE FLIGHT (EXTREME MEASURES BOOK #1)
Revell "A heart-stopping, breath-stealing masterpiece of romantic suspense!"-- Colleen Coble, USA Today bestselling
author *** EMS helicopter pilot Penny Carlton is used to high stress situations, but being forced to land on a mountain
in a raging storm with a critical patient--and a serial killer on the loose--tests her skills and her nerve to the limit. She
survives with FBI Special Agent Holt Satterﬁeld's help. But she's not out of the woods yet. In the ensuing days, Penny
ﬁnds herself under attack. And when news reaches Holt that he may not have gotten his man after all, it will take all
he and Penny have to catch a killer--before he catches one of them. Bestselling and award-winning author Lynette
Eason is back with another high-octane tale of close calls, narrow escapes, and the ﬁght to bring a nefarious criminal
to justice.

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY FROM LEAD IN YOUR HOME
ALWAYS WATCHING (ELITE GUARDIANS BOOK #1)
Revell The bodyguards of Elite Guardians Agency have more than just skill and prowess in common--they're also all
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women. When it becomes clear that popular psychiatrist and radio personality Wade Savage has a stalker, his father
secretly hires Elite Guardians in order to protect his son. But when Wade's bodyguard is attacked and nearly killed,
agency owner Olivia Edwards must step in and ﬁll the gap. Olivia's skills are about to be tested to the limit as Wade's
stalker moves from leaving innocent gifts at his door to threatening those closest to him. Olivia has the feeling that
she's next on the list. And to complicate things even further, she realizes that her heart may be in as much danger as
her client. Bestselling author and fan favorite Lynette Eason drops readers right into the action in this fast-paced new
series with a unique twist. Readers will love these strong female characters who put it all on the line to save lives.

WITHOUT WARNING (ELITE GUARDIANS BOOK #2)
Revell Taut Writing and Breakneck Pacing That Will Keep Readers Up All Night Katie Singleton, a partner with the Elite
Guardians Protection Agency, stumbles upon her next assignment quite by accident. Spotting blue lights at a familiar
restaurant, she stops to investigate, only to discover that owner Daniel Matthews has become the target of someone
who will go to any lengths to put him out of business. Daniel might be concerned, but he's not convinced that a
bodyguard--and a female one at that--is necessary. A new attack and his niece's urgings are enough to make him
reconsider. He and Katie must ﬁgure out who's behind the intimidation and threats--before a would-be killer strikes
again. Witty dialogue and a simmering attraction will have readers ﬂying through this tension-laced thriller. Eason
exercises complete control of her readers' emotions as they race through the pages to discover the truth.

JUSTICE MISSION
Harlequin Police oﬃcers ﬁght for justice with the help of their brave K-9 partners in the True Blue K-9 Unit series. After
K-9 unit administrative assistant Sophie Walters spots a suspicious stranger lurking at the K-9 graduation, the man
kidnaps her—and she barely escapes. With Sophie’s boss missing and someone determined to silence her, NYPD oﬃcer
Luke Hathaway vows he and his K-9 partner will guard her. But he must keep an emotional distance to ensure this
mission ends in justice…not cold-blooded murder. Experience more action-packed mystery and suspense in the rest of
the True Blue K-9 Unit series: Book 1: Justice Mission by Lynette Eason Book 2: Act of Valor by Dana Mentink Book 3:
Blind Trust by Laura Scott Book 4: Deep Undercover by Lenora Worth Book 5: Seeking the Truth by Terri Reed Book 6:
Trail of Danger by Valerie Hansen Book 7: Courage Under Fire by Sharon Dunn Book 8: Sworn to Protect by Shirlee
McCoy Book 9: True Blue K-9 Unit Christmas by Laura Scott and Maggie K. Black From Love Inspired Suspense:
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Courage. Danger. Faith.

ALL AMERICAN BOYS
Simon and Schuster When sixteen-year-old Rashad is mistakenly accused of stealing, classmate Quinn witnesses his
brutal beating at the hands of a police oﬃcer who happens to be the older brother of his best friend. Told through
Rashad and Quinn's alternating viewpoints.

THE DAILY SHOW (THE BOOK)
AN ORAL HISTORY AS TOLD BY JON STEWART, THE CORRESPONDENTS, STAFF AND GUESTS
Grand Central Publishing NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redeﬁned the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated
news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most signiﬁcant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of
the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be
chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including
Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests
and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night
program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of
the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling
bullshit and an ability to eﬀect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate
debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the ﬁrst time, the people behind the
show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks,
romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and oﬀ the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
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STRANGER IN THE SHADOWS (MILLS & BOON LOVE INSPIRED)
HarperCollins UK Someone was watching Chloe Davidson She had the unsettling feeling the stalker was waiting to
strike.

MINE TO PROTECT
A standalone, romantic thriller novel where obsession is the name of the game.Recruited to the FBI Cas Mathews has
one focus - catch the killer. That's until oﬃcer Alta Johnson shoves her way on to the team, making him fantasize about
the delicious curves she hides beneath her park ranger uniform. Alta's natural beauty catches his immediate attention,
but the strength behind her ﬁerce gaze is what holds him captive - demanding he learns more about her. As the team
grows close, the serial killer shifts focus putting them all in danger. Cas should walk away before their sizzling
attraction distracts him and gets them both killed. But as the threat pushes Cas and Alta closer, the temptation turns
too hot for either to resist. With their focus diverted the threat zeroes in, catching everyone oﬀ guard. Figuring out the
players in the killer's cat and mouse game is key to Alta's survival. Cas swore he would protect her but with the clues
carefully hidden, can he ﬁgure it out before Alta disappears for good?

THE GRAVEYARD BOOK
Harper Collins It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy. He would be
completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the
world of the living nor the dead. There are adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to
the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the graveyard, he will be in danger from
the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.

THE ROAD
Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father
and son's ﬁght to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living
master. It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone
through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack
stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know
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what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands
that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly
moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son,
"each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unﬂinching
meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the
tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation.

JUSTICE DELIVERED
Revell Carly Smith came by her trust issues honestly. A victim of sex traﬃcking, she's been at the mercy of merciless
men, ignored by law enforcement oﬃcers who should have helped her, and seemingly rejected by her family. She can't
even trust herself to do the right thing. Though she escaped her captors and is working hard on building a new life, the
past continues to haunt her when she discovers that the man she couldn't bring herself to report to police for fear of
reliving her captivity is still out there, luring vulnerable girls under the guise of being a modeling agent. When her own
niece is kidnapped, Carly must overcome her fears and come forward with the information she has before it's too late.
When that proves to be not enough, she'll have to go after the perpetrators herself. Award-winning author Patricia
Bradley keeps the suspense taut and the stakes high in this fast-paced story that will have readers turning pages long
into the night.

KNOW MY NAME
A MEMOIR
Penguin Universally acclaimed, rapturously reviewed, winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
autobiography, and an instant New York Times bestseller, Chanel Miller's breathtaking memoir "gives readers the
privilege of knowing her not just as Emily Doe, but as Chanel Miller the writer, the artist, the survivor, the ﬁghter."
(The Wrap). "I opened Know My Name with the intention to bear witness to the story of a survivor. Instead, I found
myself falling into the hands of one of the great writers and thinkers of our time. Chanel Miller is a philosopher, a
cultural critic, a deep observer, a writer's writer, a true artist. I could not put this phenomenal book down." --Glennon
Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Love Warrior and Untamed "Know My Name is a gut-punch, and in the
end, somehow, also blessedly hopeful." --Washington Post She was known to the world as Emily Doe when she stunned
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millions with a letter. Brock Turner had been sentenced to just six months in county jail after he was found sexually
assaulting her on Stanford's campus. Her victim impact statement was posted on BuzzFeed, where it instantly went
viral--viewed by eleven million people within four days, it was translated globally and read on the ﬂoor of Congress; it
inspired changes in California law and the recall of the judge in the case. Thousands wrote to say that she had given
them the courage to share their own experiences of assault for the ﬁrst time. Now she reclaims her identity to tell her
story of trauma, transcendence, and the power of words. It was the perfect case, in many ways--there were
eyewitnesses, Turner ran away, physical evidence was immediately secured. But her struggles with isolation and
shame during the aftermath and the trial reveal the oppression victims face in even the best-case scenarios. Her story
illuminates a culture biased to protect perpetrators, indicts a criminal justice system designed to fail the most
vulnerable, and, ultimately, shines with the courage required to move through suﬀering and live a full and beautiful
life. Know My Name will forever transform the way we think about sexual assault, challenging our beliefs about what is
acceptable and speaking truth to the tumultuous reality of healing. It also introduces readers to an extraordinary
writer, one whose words have already changed our world. Entwining pain, resilience, and humor, this memoir will
stand as a modern classic. Chosen as a BEST BOOK OF 2019 by The New York Times Book Review, The Washington
Post, TIME, Elle, Glamour, Parade, Chicago Tribune, Baltimore Sun, BookRiot

CAPTIVATED BY YOUR LOVE
She's ﬁre and he's Ice, both demanding and both used to getting their way. Put them together and there is one hell of
a storm. Two souls drawn together by an unexplainable force, their chemistry is oﬀ the charts it sizzles. Some say what
they do best is ﬁght, but they know what they do best isn't in the ﬁght, but the makeup sex that comes after. Jealousy
and impulsive decisions ﬁnd Abbee now answering to Mrs. Blue. Can the newlyweds ﬁnd a way to tame themselves and
each other long enough to truly allow love to ﬂourish? Or will a jealous ex and pride be too much to handle? Will they
be able to stop ﬁghting with each other long enough to ﬁght for each other? Follow along as Abbee Burkhart and
Justice Blue ﬁnd out why everyone says love is worth ﬁghting for.

TOO CLOSE TO HOME
Harlequin Danger in their midst Hide and Seek by Lynette Eason Erica James has spent the last three years as a
skiptracer, hoping one day it will lead to her kidnapped daughter. Now she has a new suspect—P.I. Max Powell’s
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missing sister. Max has found evidence that connects the two missing girls. Soon the two are drawn together as they
search for answers. But the kidnapper will stop at nothing to keep them from ﬁnding Erica’s daughter… Secret Agent
Father by USA TODAY bestselling author Laura Scott Although he’s never met the boy who arrives on his doorstep,
undercover DEA agent Alex McCade can’t deny that four-year-old Cody is his child. Shelby Jacobson tells Alex that Cody
is the only one who can identify his mother’s murderer. So now the killer is after them both. With his newfound family
in danger, Alex will do anything to keep Cody—and Shelby—safely by his side. Previously published as Hide and Seek
and Secret Agent Father

HOSTILE INTENT (DANGER NEVER SLEEPS BOOK #4)
Revell Ava Jackson entered the military shortly after high school, but her mother's illness has forced her to request an
early discharge. She already lost her father while deployed, and there's no way she's going to let her mother die alone.
But after a visit to the nursing facility where her mother lives, Ava is attacked walking back to her car. Fortunately, FBI
Special Agent Caden Denning arrives in time to help ﬁght oﬀ her attacker. Caden reveals to Ava that she may hold the
key to the murders of three families, and he needs her help before anyone else is harmed. The hits show a pattern, and
clearly the killer has an agenda. But if Caden and Ava can't discover what it is, Ava may be next on the hit list.
Bestselling author Lynette Eason concludes her latest suspense-ﬁlled series with a bang as secrets are revealed and
the guilty are brought to justice.

HOOT
Ember Reprint. Originally published: c2002.

A GIRL CALLED JUSTICE
Quercus Children's Books Missing maids, suspicious teachers and a snow storm to die for... For a fearless girl called
Justice Jones, super-smart super-sleuth, it's just the start of a spine-tingling ﬁrst term at Highbury House Boarding
School for the Daughters of Gentlefolk. For fans of Robin Stevens, Katherine Woodﬁne and Enid Blyton. When Justice's
mother dies, her father packs her oﬀ to Highbury House Boarding School for the Daughters of Gentlefolk. He's a
barrister - specialising in murder trials - and he's just too busy to look after her alone. Having previously been homeschooled, the transition is a shock. Can it really be the case that blondes rule the corridors? Are all uniforms such a
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charming shade of brown? And do schools normally hide dangerous secrets about the murder of a chamber maid?
Justice takes it upon herself to uncover the truth. (Mainly about the murder, but perhaps she can ﬁgure out her new
nemesis - the angelic Rose - at the same time.) But when a storm cuts the school oﬀ from the real world, the body
count starts to rise and Justice realises she'll need help from her new friends if she's going to ﬁnd the killer before it's
too late ...

SARAH
THE LIFE OF SARAH BERNHARDT
Yale University Press Everything about Sarah Bernhardt is fascinating, from her obscure birth to her glorious career-redeﬁning the very nature of her art--to her amazing (and highly public) romantic life, to her indomitable spirit. Well
into her seventies, after the amputation of her leg, she was performing under bombardment for soldiers during World
War I and toured America for the ninth time. Though the Bernhardt literature is vast, this is the ﬁrst English-language
biography to appear in decades, tracking the trajectory through which an illegitimate--and scandalous--daughter of a
Jewish courtesan transformed herself into the most famous actress who ever lived, and into a national icon, a symbol
of France.--From publisher description.

THREADS OF SUSPICION (AN EVIE BLACKWELL COLD CASE)
Bethany House Dee Henderson Pens Another Compelling Cold Case Mystery Evie Blackwell's reputation as a top
investigator for the Illinois State Police has landed her an appointment to the governor's new Missing Persons Task
Force. This elite investigative team is launched with plenty of public fanfare. The governor has made this initiative a
high priority, so they will have to produce results--and quickly. Evie and her new partner, David Marshal, are assigned
to a pair of unrelated cases in suburban Chicago, and while both involve persons now missing for several years, the
cases couldn't be more diﬀerent. While Evie opens old wounds in a close-knit neighborhood to ﬁnd a missing college
student, David searches for a private investigator working for a high-powered client. With a deep conviction that
"justice for all" truly matters, Evie and David are unrelenting in their search for the truth. But Evie must also ﬁnd
answers to the questions that lie just beneath the surface in her personal life.
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THE EAGLE AND THE DRAGON
GLOBALIZATION AND EUROPEAN DREAMS OF CONQUEST IN CHINA AND AMERICA IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY
John Wiley & Sons In this important new book the renowned historian Serge Gruzinski returns to two episodes in the
sixteenth century which mark a decisive stage in global history and show how China and Mexico experienced the
expansion of Europe. In the early 1520s, Magellan set sail for Asia by the Western route, Cortes seized Mexico and
some Portuguese based in Malacca dreamed of colonizing China. The Aztec Eagle was destroyed but the Chinese
Dragon held strong and repelled the invaders - after ﬁrst seizing their cannon. For the ﬁrst time, people from three
continents encountered one other, confronted one other and their lives became entangled. These events were of great
interest to contemporaries and many people at the time grasped the magnitude of what was going on around them.
The Iberians succeeded in America and failed in China. The New World became inseparable from the Europeans who
were to conquer it, while the Celestial Empire became, for a long time to come, an unattainable goal. Gruzinski
explores this encounter between civilizations that were diﬀerent from one another but that already fascinated
contemporaries, and he shows that our world today bears the mark of this distant age. For it was in the sixteenth
century that human history began to be played out on a global stage. It was then that connections between diﬀerent
parts of the world began to accelerate, not only between Europe and the Americas but also between Europe and China.
This is what is revealed by a global history of the sixteenth century, conceived as another way of reading the
Renaissance, less Eurocentric and more in tune with our age.

THE INDIGO BOOK
Lulu.com This public domain book is an open and compatible implementation of the Uniform System of Citation.

THREE KEYS
A FRONT DESK NOVEL
Thorndike Striving Reader "Mia Tang thinks she's going to have the best year ever. She and her parents are the proud
owners of the Calivista Motel, Mia gets to run the front desk with her best friend, Lupe, and she's ﬁnally getting
somewhere with her writing! But as it turns out, sixth grade is no picnic."--Publisher.
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NO COMMON GROUND
CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS AND THE ONGOING FIGHT FOR RACIAL JUSTICE
UNC Press Books When it comes to Confederate monuments, there is no common ground. Polarizing debates over their
meaning have intensiﬁed into legislative maneuvering to preserve the statues, legal battles to remove them, and
rowdy crowds taking matters into their own hands. These conﬂicts have raged for well over a century--but they've
never been as intense as they are today. In this eye-opening narrative of the eﬀorts to raise, preserve, protest, and
remove Confederate monuments, Karen L. Cox depicts what these statues meant to those who erected them and how a
movement arose to force a reckoning. She lucidly shows the forces that drove white southerners to construct beacons
of white supremacy, as well as the ways that antimonument sentiment, largely stiﬂed during the Jim Crow era,
returned with the civil rights movement and gathered momentum in the decades after the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
Monument defenders responded with gerrymandering and "heritage" laws intended to block eﬀorts to remove these
statues, but hard as they worked to preserve the Lost Cause vision of southern history, civil rights activists, Black
elected oﬃcials, and movements of ordinary people fought harder to take the story back. Timely, accessible, and
essential, No Common Ground is the story of the seemingly invincible stone sentinels that are just beginning to fall
from their pedestals.

CROSSFIRE (EXTREME MEASURES BOOK #2)
Baker Books FBI special agent Julianna Jameson is a top-notch negotiator who has never lost a hostage. Surely she can
manage to take care of her much younger sister, Dottie, who showed up unannounced to live with Julianna while she
ﬁnished her senior year of high school. A former sniper with the 75th Ranger Regiment, Clay Fox left the army after a
tragic incident that he can't get past. Now he's working as a high school resource oﬃcer until he can ﬁgure out what to
do with the rest of his life. Their paths cross when Julianna is called in to negotiate a courtroom hostage situation
involving Clay's sister. Impressed and a bit intimidated by the calm, capable woman with the dark hair and blue eyes,
Clay invites her to speak at his school. Dottie's school. But as the anniversary of a school shooting from Julianna's past
approaches, it becomes clear that her perfect record is about to be tested and that Dottie is at risk. If Julianna and Clay
can't ﬁgure out who's behind the attacks, more innocent people will die--and Dottie is next in line. This intense story of
revenge and redemption from bestselling author and master of suspense Lynette Eason will have you up all night as
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you race toward the explosive ﬁnish.
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